Postulating that the NMSSM singlet is a meson of a microscopic confining theory opens up new model-building possibilities. Based on this, we construct calculable models of direct mediation that solve the µ/B µ problem and simultaneously lead to realistic phenomenology. The singlet that couples to the Higgs fields develops a runaway produced by soft interactions, then stabilized by a small superpotential perturbation. The mechanism is first realized in an O'Raifeartaigh model of direct gauge mediation with metastable supersymmetry breaking. Focusing then on the microscopic theory, we argue that super QCD with massless and massive flavors in the free magnetic phase gives rise to this dynamics in the infrared. A deformation of the SQCD superpotential leads to large spontaneous R-symmetry breaking, gaugino masses naturally at the scale of the Higgs mass parameters, and absence of CP violating phases.
Rather than viewing the µ/B µ problem as a drawback of gauge-mediation, it should be considered as an important hint into a more fundamental theory and as a useful guide for building new models. Successful solutions to µ/B µ have often lead to new model-building avenues. 1 The core of the problem is the relation (1.2), and various mechanisms have been devised where µ is generated at one loop, while B µ appears starting from two loops. Nevertheless, in many cases the models accomplishing this are somewhat contrived, requiring various levels of interactions and messengers. In trying to construct simpler models that address µ/B µ and have a realistic phenomenology, we are naturally led to consider direct mediation of supersymmetry breaking (see [20] ). The goal of this work is to construct realistic models of direct mediation that solve µ/B µ dynamically.
The analysis will be carried out in the context of the NMSSM [21] , where a new singlet S couples to the Higgs fields through a superpotential term. The NMSSM provides one of the simplest frameworks to address µ/B µ , in which the µ term arises dynamically from the expectation value of the singlet. In order to avoid a new mass scale for S, the superpotential is traditionally taken to be
3)
The simplest realizations of this idea in gauge mediation do not produce phenomenologically acceptable spectra, and new dynamics is needed to generate a tachyonic mass for S or enhance some of the soft terms [22] , which demands the introduction of additional fields or couplings.
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We will see that direct mediation mechanisms based on a confining supersymmetric gauge theory can realize the dynamics necessary to achieve phenomenologically viable realizations of the NMSSM, without the need to introduce fields outside the sector of supersymmetry breaking. In this context, it will be natural to consider models where S is given a supersymmetric mass term, which are in general not analyzed in the literature -partly of course because of the additional mass scale. There are in fact various reasons for investigating this possibility. First, the mass scale can be made naturally small as in [23, 24] . Next, a superpotential of the form (1.3) but with a quadratic term for S leads to dimension five operators (H u H d ) 2 . These operators encode leading corrections from new physics potentially at the TeV scale [25] 3 , and thus it is interesting to consider them in an effective description beyond the MSSM. In our approach, the main motivation comes from strong gauge dynamics, as we explain next.
1 Some of these include: the dynamical relaxation mechanism of [1] , couplings between the Higgs fields and hidden sector singlets/doublets (see [2] for a general classification and references), models with a hierarchy m
Hu and compositeness [3, 4] , strong dynamics [5, 6] and connections to R-symmetry [7, 8] . Other recent developments include [9] - [18] . See e.g. [19] for further references.
2 Known ways to generate a runaway include: coupling the singlet to additional vector-like matter multiplets with indirect couplings to the susy breaking fields [10, 11, 18] , coupling the singlet directly to messengers or other singlets [1, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14] , or coupling the singlet to the susy spurion [11] . See also [2] for a treatment of the subject in the framework of general gauge mediation. 3 We thank M. Dine for discussions on this point.
Our chief proposal is that the NMSSM singlet can secretly be a composite field of a microscopic confining gauge theory, and the main result will be that this gauge theory can break supersymmetry dynamically and simultaneously solve µ/B µ , leading to quite economical models. Moreover, these will be models of direct mediation, without additional messenger sectors. The simplest realization will be in SQCD with massless and massive flavors (Q,Q), in the free magnetic phase.
In view of this, the motivation to consider a mass term for S in the superpotential is the following. If the singlet is a meson, S = (QQ), then the superpotential coupling to the Higgs fields is in fact a quartic operator in the microscopic theory,
where Λ 0 is some scale higher than the confining scale Λ. In this case, we should also consider the quartic operator (QQ) 2 , and this leads to a mass term for S in the confined theory, with the mass generated by Λ 2 /Λ 0 . Therefore, from the point of view of a microscopic confining theory, it is quite natural to also have a mass for S. Both are naturally small, coming from irrelevant perturbations. The cubic coupling would on the other hand arise from a dimension 6 operator (QQ) 3 .
Our approach will proceed in three steps. First, we present in §2 a mechanism to achieve natural µ and B µ in the NMSSM in which the singlet S develops a runaway from soft supersymmetry breaking, which is eventually stabilized by a small superpotential perturbation
This mechanism is analyzed in a general effective theory that includes only the singlet and Higgs fields, and the EWSB conditions and spectrum are studied keeping the soft potential and k arbitrary. Next in §3 we construct an O'Raifeartaigh model of direct mediation that realizes the previous effective theory. Different stabilization mechanisms are discussed, corresponding to both k = 2 and k = 3. In the third step, it is argued that SQCD in the free magnetic phase with massive and massless flavors (Q,Q) provides a natural dynamical realization for our macroscopic model; here S and the O'Raifeartaigh supersymmetry breaking field arise as composite mesons (QQ). This will be discussed in §4. One of the results is that in the theory with k = 2, µ and B µ are generated at the same order, yet µ 2 ∼ B µ . This provides an interesting alternative to mechanisms where these arise at different loop orders. The phenomenology of this model is explored in §5.
Solving µ/B µ along a runaway direction
In this section we analyze a general mechanism whereby the NMSSM singlet S that couples to the Higgs fields develops a runaway, which is eventually stabilized by a small superpotential perturbation W ⊃ tS k , leading to phenomenologically acceptable values for µ and B µ . This works as follows: in the limit t → 0, due to the runaway we would have S → ∞; next turning on a finite but small t should give a large expectation value for S, but B µ /µ 2 can be suppressed by powers of the small parameter. The smallness of t will be explained dynamically in §4.
We work in an effective theory containing only S and the Higgs fields, with superpotential
plus a soft potential V sof t (S) that produces the runaway for S. The superpotential is renormalizable for k ≤ 3, although the analysis is performed for general k ≥ 2. 4 Soft A-terms L ⊃ A λ SH u H d are in general negligible in gauge mediation with low scale supersymmetry breaking and will be not be considered here. In the next section we will obtain this effective theory from an O'Raifeartaigh model. Then we will show that this mechanism arises very naturally in SQCD in the free magnetic phase.
The superpotential (2.1) has a discrete Z k symmetry that forbids a tree-level µ term and additional interactions for S. The continuous abelian symmetries of the theory are
The interaction parameter t breaks the axial U(1) A ; this is then only an approximate symmetry but is still useful since tS k will be a small perturbation. The R-symmetry U(1) R is exact at tree-level and will play an important role in what follows. Also, some of these symmetries will become anomalous once the model is realized dynamically in a gauge theory. For k ≤ 3, (2.1) is the most general renormalizable polynomial superpotential allowed by the above exact symmetries.
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As will be discussed in §3, the nonsupersymmetric contribution V sof t (S) that is responsible for the runaway can be obtained by integrating out heavy fields in a theory with spontaneous supersymmetry breaking. We will assume that these interactions respect U(1) R , so that V sof t can only depend on |S|. The soft potential depends sensitively on the details of the supersymmetry breaking model. In a limit of small supersymmetry breaking (compared to the supersymmetric masses), V sof t can have a logarithmic behavior from wave-function renormalization. On the other hand, in models where the supersymmetry breaking scale is comparable to the supersymmetric masses we would expect a polynomial dependence. In 4 We do require k > 1 so that the EWSB conditions are not radically modified by the superpotential interactions. This can be enforced by the symmetries described below.
are also consistent with symmetries and can be generated for instance by integrating out S supersymmetrically. In our case they are either irrelevant or non-polynomial; they do not modify our conclusions and will be set to zero in the following. fact, both limits will be realized in §3. However, in this section we keep the analysis general and do not restrict to any particular potential.
Since the expectation value of S is controlled by the inverse of the small parameter t, our class of models will have S ≫ H . At this order it is consistent to ignore the Higgs self-interactions. The EWSB conditions will be discussed in more detail in §2.2. Then the potential reads
First, setting V sof t = 0, there are supersymmetric vacua at S = H u = H d = 0. On the other hand, turning off the superpotential interactions, V sof t gives a runaway S → ∞. In order to produce a minimum at nonzero S, V sof t has to destabilize the origin but the total potential should have positive slope at large values of S,
This grants the existence of a minimum at some intermediate point S = S 0 . A microscopic model that realizes our mechanism has to verify these conditions. (Here and in what follows, 'primes' denote derivatives with respect to |S|.) The minimum S = S 0 is at
where V ′ sof t is evaluated at S = S 0 . The runaway is recovered for t → 0. The expectation value of S spontaneously breaks the U(1) R symmetry; the associated Nambu-Goldstone boson is its phase φ S ,
The stabilization of the R-axion will be addressed in the realistic model below. Let us now discuss the generation of µ and B µ .
Natural µ and B µ
Combining (2.4) with Eqs. (2.1), (2.2), gives 6) where V ′ sof t is evaluated at S 0 . B µ arises from the cross-coupling between H u H d and S k−1 in the F-term W S and has an additional t suppression.
Next, having consistent electro-weak symmetry breaking and small fine-tuning, requires
Imposing this condition relates V ′ sof t to the superpotential parameters,
In the microscopic realizations below, this will constraint the scale of supersymmetry breaking at which V sof t is generated. We find, for k = 3,
(ignoring phases), while the result for k = 3 gives t ∼ λ and
Therefore, coupling the MSSM Higgs fields to a singlet that has a nonsupersymmetric runaway stabilized by a small superpotential perturbation t, leads to a simple solution of the µ/B µ problem. µ 2 is generated by balancing the runaway against the t-perturbation and is naturally larger than B µ , which has an additional suppression from t. Indeed, keeping all the other parameters fixed,
which grants that there exist values of the couplings for which B µ ∼ µ 2 even though both are generated at the same order (tree-level in the effective theory containing only the singlet and Higgs fields).
Note that the naturalness criterion for k = 3, which implies t ∼ λ, introduces a coincidence problem between dimensionless couplings. This should be explained by the UV completion of the effective model. This is challenging in the specific realizations that we investigate in this work, where the singlet is a composite meson of a SQCD theory and then t and λ come from operators of different ultraviolet dimensions. The case k = 2 will be shown to be more natural. Indeed, Eq. (2.7) implies t ∼ µ, a result which will be related to the mechanism for providing gaugino masses. In any case, our effective analysis and conclusions here are general, and more natural UV completions for k = 3 may exist.
In a given model, the superpotential of Eq. (2.1) will be supplemented by further interactions, which in general involve an additional susy spurion X that breaks supersymmetry with a larger F -term, F X ≫ F S . It is important to make sure that this does not generate couplings of the form
The first term would generate kinetic mixing that would typically yield an unacceptably large B µ , while the second term would generate undesired contributions to µ. Symmetries can guarantee that these terms are suppressed or not generated, as we will see in the models of the following sections.
EWSB and mass spectrum
So far, our analysis has involved only S, ignoring contributions from the Higgs fields. This is justified self-consistently because S ≫ H u , H d . On the other hand, considering small fluctuations around the vacuum reveals that |S| has a mass
Thus, imposing B µ ∼ µ 2 implies that the singlet fluctuations do not decouple from the low energy theory. Moreover, there are mass-mixings between singlet and the physical Higgs that cannot be ignored. Therefore the analysis of quadratic fluctuations should be done including S and both Higgses.
The spectrum depends crucially on the CP properties of the vacuum. CP-violating phases have to be avoided in order to obtain a realistic phenomenology. This will be shown to be the case in our models below; in particular, the phase φ S can be consistently stabilized at the origin. Accordingly, in what follows the expectation values and superpotential parameters are chosen to be real. The tree-level equations of motion evaluated at the vacuum
where we have used
With the help of the above equations of motion, one can obtain the mass matrices for the fluctuations of the fields S, H u , H d . For a CP -invariant vacuum, the real and imaginary parts do not mix. As usual, there is a Goldstone mode in the imaginary sector, given by
which is eaten by the Higgs mechanism. The scalar and pseudoscalar states orthogonal to this mode are grouped into
(2.14)
All the fields are understood as fluctuations around the vacuum expectation values. The corresponding mass-matrices are found to be
(2.15)
In the CP-even sector, the mixing between the Higgs fields and the singlet affects the value of the lightest CP-even neutral particle. It turns out that this mixing produces typically a decrease in the lightest mass with respect to its MSSM value, which can be estimated using perturbation theory around vacuum configurations satisfying the naturalness criterion
More details are given in Appendix A. This typically yields a shift of the order of tens of GeV for λ ∼ 0.1 (note that this is only a tree-level result, and radiative corrections will be significant, as is known for the MSSM).
The mass of the CP-even singlet-like eigenvalue can be estimated from m 2 S in Eq. (2.15). Imposing the naturalness requirement B µ ∼ µ 2 , and using Eq. (2.13), one has
In the vacuum, S = µ λ , from which one can estimate 18) so that m 2 S in Eq. (2.15) is of order µ 2 , as anticipated. The impossibility of decoupling the singlet from the low energy theory is a consequence of the runaway mechanism that we have employed to generate the Higgs soft parameters. Similar effects were already observed, for instance, in [21] . If the higgsinos and physical Higgs bosons have masses of order 1 TeV, there will also be a light singlet s at a similar energy scale; the existence of this extra particle at the TeV scale may have interesting consequences on the low energy phenomenology. Via its mixings with the light Higgs it may provide a window into some of the properties of the hidden sector underlying the effective model (see § §3, 4).
Finally, the CP-odd mass matrix M 2 P contains, as expected, a massless eigenvalue corresponding to the R-axion. This field will acquire a mass in our model of direct mediation, in connection with the mechanism that generates realistic gaugino masses.
Macroscopic model of direct mediation
In this section we construct a model that breaks supersymmetry spontaneously and that gives rise to the theory of §2. The calculable description of the supersymmetry breaking dynamics is given, as usual, in terms of the O'Raifeartaigh theory. The mechanism that we will use to transmit supersymmetry breaking to the visible sector will be through direct gauge mediation. Here the Standard Model gauge bosons couple directly to the supersymmetry breaking sector; messengers are not added in as a separate module, but rather are an integral part of the dynamics responsible for supersymmetry breaking.
Our choice for the O'Raifeartaigh model of direct mediation corresponds to the 'macroscopic model' of Intriligator, Seiberg and Shih (ISS) [26] :
where all the superpotential parameters are taken to be real and µ 1 > µ 2 . Here X is an N × N matrix, while the rest of the fields are N-component vectors. In fact, choosing this model will also allow us to show how our theory including the runaway arises dynamically from SQCD in the free magnetic phase. This will be the subject of §4. Before adding in the singlet and explaining how to produce the desired runaway, we briefly review how supersymmetry is broken in the theory with superpotential (3.1).
Review of the O'Raifeartaigh model of supersymmetry breaking
Supersymmetry is broken because the F-terms of Z andZ force ρ =ρ = 0 but then W X = 0 cannot be satisfied. For µ 1 ≥ µ 2 , the supersymmetry breaking vacuum has
The field X is a "pseudo-modulus": it is massless at tree-level but will be lifted by quantum effects. The rest of the fields are massive, with supersymmetric masses and nonsupersymmetric splittings
at the vacuum, ρ =ρ = Z =Z = 0. Integrating out the massive fields produces a one-loop Coleman-Weinberg (CW) potential
where M stands the bosonic and fermionic mass matrices for the massive fields, keeping X as a background superfield. For simplicity, the UV cutoff has been chosen of order hµ 1 . These quantum effects stabilize the pseudo-modulus at the origin [26] 
(where the superpotential parameters were chosen to be real). Therefore X obtains a positive mass squared proportional to F/M times a loop factor. The model (3.1) has an SU(N) global symmetry with ρ and Z transforming as fundamentals,ρ andZ as antifundamentals, and X decomposing into an adjoint of SU(N) plus a singlet tr X. In the model of direct mediation, a subgroup
is weakly gauged and identified with the SM gauge group. Therefore, the fields (ρ, Z) simultaneously participate in the breaking of supersymmetry and mediate these effects to the visible sector.
In this model of direct mediation, ρ and Z give 2-loop gauge mediated sfermion masses
At this stage, Majorana gaugino masses are forbidden by a U(1) R symmetry under which R(X) = 2. We will discuss how to obtain realistic gaugino masses and present further model-building applications in §4.
Generating the runaway
To generate the runaway, the singlet S is coupled to a new set of fields (ρ 0 ,ρ 0 , Z 0 ,Z 0 ) with a structure analogous to (3.1),
The difference with W O ′ R is that S does not have a linear term, and these new fields are singlets under the SU(N) flavor symmetry. Finally, we add 'link fields' L andL that couple both sets of messengers,
The full superpotential of the supersymmetric theory is
We will show in §4 how this structure arises very naturally from SQCD. The continuous abelian symmetries are
The axial symmetries are broken by µ 2 2 and t, respectively. There is also a discrete Z 2 charge conjugation symmetry, interchanging ρ →ρ etc., and a discrete Z k symmetry under which only S and the fields coupling to it are charged. Note that the exact symmetries forbid the dangerous couplings of Eq. (2.11). These symmetries can be used to enforce the form of the superpotential.
Let us discuss the vacuum structure of (3.9). The addition of W singlet + W link does not modify the supersymmetry breaking vacuum of §3.1. The extra set of messengers is stabilized at the origin
with masses m
As before, X is the pseudo-modulus breaking supersymmetry. On the other hand, S, L and L are pseudomoduli without F-terms. The key point for producing the runaway along S is that this field only couples to (ρ 0 ,ρ 0 ), which are supersymmetric at tree-level in the limit t → 0. Therefore in this limit there is no one-loop mass -as was first found in ref. [27] in the context of SQCD with massless and massive flavours-while two-loop effects enter with a sign opposite to (3.5) and destabilize the origin of S. This was studied by [28] using the two-loop results of [29] . The two-loop potential for S for t = 0 can be written as
where the loop factor and supersymmetry breaking scale have been made explicit, andV is a dimensionless function depending only on the ratio |S|/µ 1 .V is monotonically increasing, so (3.12) gives the desired runaway. This potential can be calculated analytically for S near the origin (|S|/µ 1 ≪ 1), or for large values of the field. Both regimes are interesting for our purpose and we now study them in turn. For a summary on the computation of the two-loop Coleman-Weinberg potential, the reader can refer to appendix B. The results for S very small or large can be obtained by expanding the general formulae in the appendix. Near the origin the two-loop potential can be expanded in powers of |S|/µ 1 , giving [28] ,
Therefore |S| acquires a tachyonic mass proportional to (hµ For |S|/µ 1 ≫ 1, the CW potential exhibits a logarithmic behavior
This regime corresponds to the limit of small supersymmetry breaking and the potential can also be obtained from wavefunction renormalization, as follows. For large values of S, the fields ρ 0 andρ 0 in (3.7) are the heaviest and can be integrated out supersymmetrically, giving [30] 
In the presence of a nontrivial kinetic term metric
Then replacing W X ij = −hµ 2 2 δ ij leads to (3.14) . This logarithmic regime was discussed in [31] as a way of breaking R-symmetry in metastable vacua.
In the case t = 0, the dependence of the Coleman-Weinberg potential on S is more complicated, and S-dependent terms are generated already at one-loop. However, these are suppressed with respect to the two-loop contributions, due to the symmetry enhancement at t = 0, for which the one-loop S-dependence disappears. The two loop terms still generate a runaway in a similar fashion to the one explained above. (See §B for more details).
Stabilization mechanisms
Let us next analyze the stabilization of the runaway (3.12) in the regimes of small and large |S|/µ 1 . A local minimum is obtained by turning on a small superpotential perturbation W ⊃ tS k and we focus on the renormalizable cases k = 2, 3. First, in the regime of small S a minimum away from the origin ensues when turning on a cubic perturbation. The potential from F-term and soft contributions, ignoring the Higgs fields, becomes
the soft mass m 2 S following from (3.13) above (when the t-dependence of the 2 loop potential is neglected). The combination of these two effects results in a minimum at
This gives a consistent solution to the full two-loop potential as long as 19) which ensures that the minimum S 0 is close enough to the origin. For smaller values of the dimensionless coupling t, higher order corrections to the CW potential cannot be neglected. Now we use the general results of §2.1 to compute the Higgs parameters. Requiring B µ ∼ µ 2 sets λ ∼ t and then
Furthermore, in order to get soft parameters around 1 TeV (and setting for simplicity µ 1 ∼ µ 2 ), the messenger masses and supersymmetry breaking scale should be
In this range, the gauge-mediated sfermion masses (3.6) are naturally of order 1 TeV [32] . So a consistent solution to the EWSB conditions ensues. Finally, notice that the dependence on λ and t cancels from these expressions, due to the requirement t ∼ λ. However, the physical fluctuations around the vacuum do depend on λ, and this parameter cannot be too large in order to have a light Higgs above the experimental bound. Next we focus on the logarithmic regime, and stabilize the runaway using a quadratic k = 2 superpotential perturbation. (A cubic perturbation can also be considered, but the quadratic case makes the full theory of §4 more natural for model-building.) In this case the potential becomes, neglecting again the t-dependence of the 2 loop contributions,
and the minimum is determined iteratively from the condition
The logarithmic description is a good approximation for
On the other hand, the conditions (2.7) and (2.8) now translate to
Both constraints are satisfied simultaneously when λ is of order of the loop-suppression factor 26) again assuming that µ 1 ∼ µ 2 . This small ratio will be explained dynamically in terms of compositeness.
Having satisfied these relations, the Higgs parameters read
This is of the same order of magnitude as the two-loop gauge mediated contribution (3.6).
We conclude that the case k = 2 with a soft logarithmic runaway can naturally give rise to realistic EWSB parameters.
Realization in SQCD with massless and massive flavors
As explained in the Introduction, our aim is to obtain the NMSSM dynamically by identifying the singlet with a confined meson, and simultaneously use this dynamics to obtain a realistic model of gauge mediation. In this section we accomplish this in terms of SQCD in the free magnetic phase, with massless and massive flavors. This will provide a dynamical realization of the O'Raifeartaigh model of direct mediation of §3, and solve µ/B µ thanks to the mechanism of §2, where the presence of the runaway is due to the existence of massless flavours in the electric theory [27, 28] . The microscopic theory is SU(N c ) SQCD with N f fundamental flavors (Q i ,Q i ). All the electric quarks except for one flavor are given masses m i ,
The masses are much smaller than the dynamical scale Λ, and the massless quarks are (Q N f ,Q N f ). We require that the massive flavors satisfy N c + 2 ≤ N f < 3 2 N c , a condition that is slightly stronger than the free magnetic range restriction. This will be important for the supersymmetry breaking mechanism to apply.
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The long-distance dynamics admits a Seiberg-dual description [33] in terms of an SU(Ñ c ≡ N f −N c ) SQCD theory with N f magnetic dual quarks (q i ,q i ) and N 2 f singlets Φ (corresponding to the rescaled electric mesons Q iQj /Λ), with superpotential
The fields have canonical kinetic terms and the relation between electric masses and the matrixμ 2 in the linear term is
To reproduce the O'Raifeartaigh model, it will be enough to consider just two different linear terms,
Here µ 2 1 > µ 2 2 > 0 and h is also chosen to be real. The superpotential receives nonperturbative contributions controlled by the dynamical scale, creating supersymmetric vacua at
On the other hand, the supersymmetry breaking dynamics occurs in the region near the origin |Φ| ≪ |Λ|, where nonperturbative effects are negligible and the longevity of the vacuum is assured.
Metastable supersymmetry breaking
Near the origin supersymmetry is broken,
because the second term has smaller rank than the first. The stable minimum corresponds to cancelling the largest entries in the matrixμ 2 with expectation values of qq,
Taking into account nonperturbative effects, this vacuum becomes metastable and long-lived as long as |m i | ≪ |Λ|. We see that, while the firstÑ c flavors of magnetic quarks acquire a VEV and are approximately supersymmetric, there are N f −Ñ c − 1 flavors that couple directly to the nonzero F-terms, plus a single flavor (q N f ,q N f ) without tree-level couplings to the F-terms. This is precisely the structure that we need for our mechanism, provided that the singlet S is identified with the (N f , N f ) element of the meson
In more detail, the fluctuations around the vacuum are parametrized by
where the subindices indicate the sizes of the corresponding matrices. The fields X, L,L and S are pseudo-moduli; all the other fields are stabilized at the origin, except for χχ = µ 
Deformations and R-symmetry breaking
Finally, let us describe the deformations of the electric theory that lead to Eq. (2.1). These appear from higher-dimensional operators in the electric theory generated at a certain scale Λ 0 > Λ,
The case k = 3 where S appears with a cubic coupling is unnatural in this framework: a realistic Higgs phenomenology requires λ ∼ t, but these correspond to dimension 4 and 6 operators in the electric theory, respectively. It may be possible to generate this structure using nonperturbative superpotentials, but we will not explore this further here.
Let us then focus on the case k = 2. This situation is quite interesting, because a perturbation W mag ⊃ trΦ 2 in the magnetic theory would simultaneously produce realistic Higgs parameters and gaugino masses from the breaking of the R-symmetry. This was studied in detail in [32] . The full electric superpotential is
Below the dynamical scale Λ the theory confines and the canonically normalized meson corresponds to
The superpotential of the magnetic theory becomes
The linear term is related to the masses by (4.3), and the particular choice (4.4) is taken. On the other hand, µ φ ≈ α 2 Λ 2 /Λ 0 . In the long-distance theory, λ ≪ 1 and µ φ ≪ µ naturally, because they appear as irrelevant perturbations to the UV dual.
The quadratic term breaks explicitly the R-symmetry and, using the parametrization of Eq. (4.7), it gives rise to the desired X 2 + S 2 interactions. This perturbation introduces supersymmetric vacua at
As long as the perturbation is small enough, 14) there is still a long-lived metastable vacuum, albeit displaced from the origin by
The spontaneous breaking hX 0 of the U(1) R is a loop factor larger than the explicit breaking parameter µ φ .
The stabilization of S was described in §3.3; the parameter t there corresponds to t = h 2 µ φ . The quadratic supersymmetric potential is stabilized against the logarithmic runaway from the two-loop potential -whose computation is summarized in §B-yielding
The condition (3.24) for the logarithmic approximation to be valid is
This is compatible with the metastability constraint (4.14), and in fact it is stronger if h 2π/ 2(N f −Ñ c − 1).
Microscopic corrections
Having analyzed one-and two-loop effects in the macroscopic theory, we need to make sure that our conclusions are not affected by corrections from the microscopic theory. These appear from loops of short-distance modes at the dynamical scale Λ. In particular, the stabilization of S depends crucially on small two-loop effects; these could be sensitive to microscopic corrections. Integrating out heavy modes at the scale Λ produces corrections to the Kähler potential of the form
where c is an incalculable dimensionless constant. 8 This changes the kinetic term metric, correcting the potential by
First, microscopic corrections to the stabilization of X can be neglected if (4.19) is much smaller than V ⊃ m 2 CW |X| 2 , namely
On the other hand, microscopic corrections to S may be ignored if they are smaller than
As long as these conditions are met, microscopic corrections to the metastable structure are negligible. These will be satisfied in the concrete model below.
Phenomenology of the k = 2 model
In this last section we describe the low energy phenomenology of the k = 2 model, with superpotential (4.12), where Φ is given in (4.7), Φ N f ,N f ≡ S, and tr Φ 2 ⊃ Y 2 + tr X 2 + S 2 . In this model the NMSSM singlet appears with a superpotential mass term, which is naturally small because it comes from an irrelevant perturbation in the dual electric theory. Furthermore, this mass scale also triggers R-symmetry breaking and generates nonzero gaugino masses. Since the breaking of R-symmetry is through a small parameter, the dangerous Kähler potential operator of Eq. (2.11) will be naturally suppressed.
The minimal case corresponds to an electric theory with N c = 6 colors and N f = 7 flavors. The electric masses break SU(N f = 7) to SU(5) acting on X and the messengers (ρ, Z, L). This SU(5) global symmetry (or an SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) subgroup thereof) is weakly gauged and identified with the SM gauge group. The baryon number is also gauged to remove a NG boson. Notice that the magnetic gauge group is trivial.
Spectrum
Let us present the spectrum in terms of the superpotential parameters, starting from the heavier fields. For reference, the supersymmetry breaking fluctuations around the metastable vacuum were given in §4.1, while the Higgs sector masses and interactions with the singlet were presented in §2.2. 9 The masses are given at the messenger scale.
• First, the fields Y and χ +χ have tree-level masses of order ∼ hµ 1 . Re(χ −χ) is a pseudomodulus stabilized at one-loop, so it acquires a mass m CW as in (3.5) . Im(χ −χ) is the NG boson which gets a mass g V µ 1 by gauging U(1) V .
• The fields responsible for transmitting the breaking of supersymmetry come from the (ρ, Z) sector. They have supersymmetric masses ∼ hµ 1 with soft splittings of order hµ 2 . There are also NG bosons, which become massive after weakly gauging the SU(5) symmetry. On the other hand, the fields (ρ 0 , Z 0 ) are approximately supersymmetric, with masses ∼ hµ 1 .
• Moving now to the remaining light fields in the meson Φ, the real part of the pseudomodulus X has a one-loop mass squared m 2 CW , as we explained in (3.5). The "link" fields (L,L) also acquire one-loop masses, but their coupling to the messengers are suppressed by µ 1 /S 0 (this can be seen by integrating out (ρ 0 , Z 0 ) supersymmetrically in W mag ). Thus their masses are of order
For the realistic choice of parameters below, we will have |S 0 | ∼ 10 × hµ 1 , implying that (L,L) have masses one order of magnitude lighter than the CW scale. The meson component corresponding to the singlet S is the lightest. Its real part has a mass squared m 2 ∼ (h 2 µ φ ) 2 ; this corresponds to a two-loop effect, which can be seen by relating µ φ to µ 1 and µ 2 by (4.17).
The R-symmetry is explicitly broken by µ φ , giving masses to the phases of X and S. The normalized axion from X corresponds to a X ∼ arg(X)/|X 0 |. It acquires a mass
which is comparable with the Coleman-Weinberg scale for µ 1 ∼ µ 2 . On the other hand, the dominant mass contribution to a S ∼ arg(S)/|S 0 | comes from the two-loop potential, as discussed on appendix B. For the appropriate window of values for |S 0 | and h ∼ O(1) it is of the order of
• Lastly, the MSSM gauginos and sfermions acquire one-and two-loop masses, respectively, from the usual gauge mediated diagrams. For gauginos we find
where the one-loop factor cancelled the loop factor in X 0 ∼ 16π 2 µ φ -there are also contributions that depend on S 0 , but they are subleading. For sfermions, Hu is driven tachyonic due to RG and finite corrections, and the EW symmetry is broken radiatively. In numerical examples, the sfermions are typically heavier than the gauginos by a factor of 2 or 3 [34, 4] . This class of models gives low scale supersymmetry breaking. The corresponding gravitino mass is found to be The spectrum of the model presents two additional interesting features. First, the next lightest particle above the gravitino corresponds to the axion (5.2), with mass around 50 − 100 GeV. This neutral particle has interactions with the messengers (ρ 0 , Z 0 ), which may provide an interesting 'portal' into the hidden sector [35] . Furthermore, the link fields (L,L), which are fundamentals under the SM gauge group, have masses of the order of 1 TeV. At the scale of the light MSSM sfermions, we then also find a 'vector-like' generation. These fields are naturally light because of the R-symmetry and suppression by the large expectation value of S. It would be interesting to understand the phenomenological consequences of these two aspects.
Realistic parameter choices
Finally, the condition (4.21) for microscopic corrections to be negligible requires the dynamical scale Λ to be larger than µ 2 2 /µ φ ∼ 10 4 TeV. On the other hand, given the above matter content, there is a Landau pole for SU(3) C at around 10 6 TeV and, for consistency of the microscopic theory, Λ needs to be below the Landau pole. Both requirements are then nontrivial, combining to define an allowed range of
The main contributions to the Landau pole come from the SM matter in X. As pointed out in [36] , the Landau pole can be pushed near the GUT scale by introducing additional singlets S R with cubic couplings W ⊃ (QQ) R S R , which gives masses of order Λ to unwanted matter from X. This introduces new metastable vacua, but our vacuum is energetically preferred if µ 2 < µ 1 [37] . In this case, Λ can be chosen much larger as well -albeit at the cost of introducing by hand extra matter S R .
A Estimation of the mass shift of the light Higgs
The mass eigenvalues can be studied treating the off-diagonal matrix elements mixing the singlet with the Higgs fields as perturbations. To this end, we parameterize the neutral scalar mass matrix of Eq. (2.15) as where the ǫ i are treated as perturbations. To estimate the size of the matrix elements, we impose naturalness and use Eq. (2.15); it is easily seen that in this case the elements m 2 ij are also of order µ 2 . Thus, for ǫ i = 0 one obtains mass eigenvalues for the neutral Higgs fields h and H of the same order, m
To compare with the MSSM result, it can be seen that, for 
and do not couple to the moduli; hence they are not relevant for our CW calculations and can be integrated out; this yields
Mass eigenstates
In order to compute the CW potential generated by the fields (ρ,ρ, Z,Z, ρ 0 ,ρ 0 , Z 0 ,Z 0 , L,L), we need their moduli-dependent mass matrices. We group all fields except L,L in the following field multiplets, where Q is the renormalization scale, all indices are summed, and the functions f SSS , f SS , f F F S and f F F S can be found on ref. [29] .
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From the superpotential (B.1) and the expressions in (B.2) for the mass matrices, all Sdependence in the Coleman-Weinberg potential comes from the fluctuationsΦ 0 , be it through their masses or their contributions to the couplings λ, λ ′ , Y . In the case µ φ = 0, the treelevel spectrum of the fieldsΦ 0 is supersymmetric, so their the one-loop contribution vanishes identically. Thus, all S-dependence will arise at two-loops and beyond, while X is stabilized at one-loop as described in §3.1. The two-loop potential [28] generates the runaway for S mentioned in §3.2; the behavior of the potential near the origin S = 0 and for large S/µ 1 follows by appropriately expanding (B.4) and gives (3.13) and (3.14), respectively. There are massless axion fields corresponding to the phases of the fields X and S, associated to the breaking of chiral symmetries.
Case µ φ = 0
The case µ φ = 0 is a bit more subtle, because the mass matrix ofΦ 0 becomes S-dependent. Then a one-loop potential is generated, and one has to check whether the two-loop runaway for S dominates over the one-loop effects. The µ φ term in the superpotential of Eq. (B.1) breaks explicitly the U(1) ′ A and U(1) R symmetries of the µ φ = 0 theory, and this will generate µ φ -dependent masses for the axion fields corresponding to the phases of X and S. The phase of X receives its mass at tree-level, and it is given by Eq. (5.1), while the phase of S receives a mass from loop effects. Writing S = S 0 exp(ia S /S 0 ), the one-loop masses for the modulus S 0 and the axion φ turn out to be V (1) 10 A subtlety here is that some of the expressions given there for f a (x, y, z) are only valid for x 2 + y 2 + zup to corrections that are higher order in µ φ ; notice that there is no tadpole for φ.
This has to be compared with the two-loop effects. The reason why two-loop effects can compete or dominate, is that the one-loop result (B.5) is suppressed by additional powers of µ φ as compared to the two-loop potential. Recalling that µ φ is smaller than µ 1 , µ 2 , by a loop factor (see (4.17) ), the two-loop potential is in fact strictly larger than the one-loop effects. As explained before, this is due to the tree-level spectrum of the fields Φ 0 and Ψ 0 becoming supersymmetric when µ φ → 0.
The two-loop potential has a very complicated µ φ dependence, so that we will not provide complete analytical expressions but rather comment on its main features. It should be noted that the calculation of ref. [28] cannot be readily extended to the µ φ = 0 case, since the µ 2 = 0 theory still has a nonsupersymmetric spectrum, and the µ φ interactions generate nonzero propagators between fermions of the same chirality, so that V (2) F F S in Eq. (B.4) is not zero. The runaway for S is still generated, and agrees parametrically with Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14); this dominates over the one-loop result of (B.5) (extended to the logarithmic regime).
A similar effect is found for the axion, with the 2-loop S-axion mass dominating over the one-loop result. For the values of S 0 considered in the paper, the mass is of order
Again there is no tadpole for φ at two loops.
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